
ezH2O® BOTTLE FILLING STATIONS
Cleaner Water Within Reach
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Top: LZS8WSSP Cooler; Bottom-left: LK4420BF1UEVG Outdoor; Bottom-right: LBWDC00WHC Liv Pro

Better Hydration + Sustainable Solutions 
Our expansive portfolio of industry-leading drinking water solutions is designed to lower your total cost of ownership, provide 

filtered water more hygienically and help you meet sustainability goals. In fact, many of our products feature hands-free sensor 

activation and minimize the dependency on single-use, disposable plastic water bottles. We offer long-lasting, high-capacity filters 

and cost-efficient retrofit kits that upgrade your existing units without major construction. When it comes to high quality and 

efficiency, Elkay is a name you can trust.

Built in the USA
Elkay has been American owned for more than a century, and 
our products are proudly built in the USA. Check individual 
product listings at elkay.com for more information. 

Certifications
Elkay products are tested and certified by these independent organizations.  
Refer to individual product listings for details. 



Quality Service, Competitive Rates  
• Competitive rates

• Multilevel cooler and fountain configurations

• The assurance of knowing your unit is properly installed

• 90-day warranty

Installation Services

LZS8WSSP

For more information visit: 
elkay.com/us/en/drinking-water/collections/installation-services

Professional Installation 
As a trusted name in water delivery, Elkay proudly offers professional installation services of our drinking water products.  

When it comes to outfitting your space with a more enhanced and sustainable solution, Elkay provides the extra assurance that your 

product is installed correctly for long-term use. Utilize our dedicated team of licensed and insured installers for a seamless experience, 

making Elkay your one-stop shop. 
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On Wall

Enhanced Units 
Our newly enhanced ezH2O® bottle filling stations provide 

convenient and sustainable hydration. The perfect solution for 

nearly every application, our enhanced units have all the great 

features of our original line with added ingenuity.

LZSTL8WSLP

Sensor-activated Bottle Filling Station 
Touch-free sensor activation prompts the flow of water, 
which stops automatically after 20 seconds.

FillSafe™ Filter Recognition System
Filter recognition system detects which filter is replaced and 
automatically resets the filter monitor light from red to green.

Energy Savings
Programmable refrigeration system can be powered down when 
not in use to save energy costs.

System Diagnostics
Unit automatically reviews the system to ensure operation within 
normal levels. Scrolling alerts appear on the visual display if an 
issue should arise.

Green Ticker™ 
Informs users of the number of 20 oz. 

single-use water bottles saved from waste 

by using reusable bottles and cups.  



Enhanced Compatibility 
WaterSentry 51300C, 51600C and 71300C filters are all 

compatible with enhanced ezH2O bottle filling stations. 

LZS8WSSP

LZSTL8WSSP
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Newly Enhanced Features

On Wall

Quick Filter Change Wrapper
Drop-down cooler wrapper allows for quick, convenient filter 
changes in under a minute, including automatic filter reset.

Smart Connected Bottle Filling Stations
Smart units wirelessly connect to the plumbSMART portal, which 
monitors filter status, tracks water, conducts remote scheduled 
flushing, and delivers system-wide metrics. (LZS8WSSP-W1 and 
LSTL8WSSP-W1)

Units Ship With Enhanced Filtration
Units ship standard with our WaterSentry® 51600C, 6,000-gallon 
filter, which is tested and certified to NSF/ANSI 42, 53 and 401 
to reduce lead, microplastics, cysts and other contaminants. Our 
71300C 2,250-gallon filter is also compatible with these units and 
has additional certified filtration to reduce PFAS (PFOA/PFOS). 
(LZS8WSSP-PF and LZSTL8WSSP-PF)



EZFMK
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Hands Free

Worry Free With Hands Free 
Elevate your user experience by providing refreshing drinking 

water through touch-free interaction. These units feature a 

sensor-activated bottle filling station and coolers with

hands-free bubbler operation. Intuitive drinking water products 

promote repetitive use and are not only hygienic but also 

sustainable, reducing the use of disposable,  

single-use plastic water bottles. 

LZOOTL8WSK 

Water on Demand
Hands-free products deliver water on demand and provide  
a user-friendly experience. 

Hygienic Solution
In today’s world, hygiene remains a top priority. Worry less about 
the potential spread of germs with Elkay’s hands-free drinking 
water solutions. 

Sensor Activation
Touchless, sensor-activated bubbler and bottle filler are designed 
for ease of use. 

Antimicrobial Protection
Silver ion antimicrobial protection on key plastic components.

Filter Maintenance Kit 
Cut filter replacement time in half on your existing Elkay units by 

installing our retrofit cooler wrapper over current plumbing and 

electrical lines. Its integrated side panel provides easy access to 

the filter and water shut-off valve without needing to remove the 

entire wrapper. 
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Original Units 
Our original ezH2O bottle filling stations offer the features  

and benefits that users have come to expect. 

LZS8WSSK

Hands Free
Sensor activation and bottle rest platform provide users  
with a touchless bottle filling experience. 

Minimal Splashing
Dispenses a clean, laminar flow of water.

Filter Status Lights
Lights indicate when filter needs changing so you always  
know you’re getting filtered water.

Real Drain
The basin includes a designated drain under the bottle filler 
to collect runoff and prevent standing water.

High-efficiency Cooler Combo 
Our high-efficiency family of products offers up to 25% more 

energy efficiency than typical water coolers. This is  

achieved thanks to an extremely efficient compressor  

and high-performance insulation system. Elkay’s high-efficiency 

line also includes features you’ve come to know and love, such 

as our Flexi-Guard® sensor-activated bubbler and touchless 

bottle filler.  

LZSTLG8WSSK

Quick Fill 
Fill rate is 1.1 GPM for refrigerated units and 1.5 GPM for  
non-refrigerated units.

On Wall
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Vandal-resistant Bubbler 
Bubbler is chrome-plated with integral hood guard design 

to prevent contamination from other users, tampering and 

airborne deposits.

VRCTL8WSK LVRCGRN8WSK

Mechanically Activated Cooler Combos 
Convenient hydration along with a mechanical cooler so water 

is always available. Mechanically activated push bars on the 

front operate during power disruption. 

LMABF8WSSK

On Wall

Features vary by model.

Vandal Resistant
For high-traffic applications, such as education facilities or 

indoor recreation areas. Full stainless steel construction is 

not only durable but also easy to clean. Comes with vandal-

resistant bubbler(s) and push-button activated bottle filling 

station. Non-filtered versions are rated for outdoor use. 

Vandal-resistant, High-efficiency Coolers/ 
Cooler Combos
Vandal-resistant units are energy-efficient  

cooler combinations. 
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In Wall

Features vary by model.

Refrigerated Surface Mount
Deliver chilled drinking water in any indoor space with this completely hands-free solution. Place your bottle on the stainless steel 

bottle rest platform for sensor-activated flow of water, which automatically shuts off after 20 seconds to prevent overfills. Unit offers 

chilled and filtered water for satisfying hydration.

Maximize Space
A wall projection of just 12″ maximizes hallway space.

Hands-free Activation
Touchless, sensor-activated bottle filler is designed for hygienic 
hydration and easy hands-free use.

Quick Upgrade 
Rough-in replacement allows replacement over existing plumbing 
and electrical lines.

Green Ticker
Visual display counts the number of 20 oz. bottles served without 
plastic waste.

LZ8WSSSMC

Replacement Ready 
This terminology means that existing units, such as Elkay EZ and EMAB models, 

can be updated with this refrigerated model with relative ease. Rough-in 

replacement compatibility allows you to upgrade your existing water delivery 

product quickly, thanks to existing plumbing and electrical lines.



On Wall

Non-refrigerated Surface Mount 
These units are designed for areas with limited wall depth or 

for use in conjunction with a fountain or remote chiller. Choose 

between our models with sensor activation (LZWSSM) (requires 

building electrical) or push-button operation (LMASMB) (no 

electricity required). Additional features, including Green Ticker 

and filter status display, are available. This provides a variety of 

options to fit your specific needs.

LMASMB

Models

Sensor-activated operation is 
ideal for areas with building 
electrical. 

Mechanical push button 
for areas where electricity is 
not available.

LZWSSM LMASMB

EZ Retrofit Bottle Filling Station Kit 
The ezH2O retrofit kit can be installed on existing Elkay water 

coolers. Rough-in replacement allows replacement over 

existing plumbing and electrical lines for a hygienic  

and refreshing hydration solution. 

Upgrade non-filtered coolers to filtered  

with the LZWSRK and EWF3000 retrofit products.

LZWSRK – Retrofit  
Bottle Filling Station Kit

LZS8S – Existing EZ Cooler 
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Architectural Bottle Filling Station Combos 
Flush with wall for a seamless look, our SwirlFlo® and Soft Sides® 

architectural fountains paired with in-wall bottle filling stations 

are ideal for office buildings, hotel lobbies, hospitals and indoor 

recreational facilities. Available in filtered and non-filtered, 

refrigerated or non-refrigerated models.

Architectural Fountains With Integral Bottle Filling Stations 
The sleek design of our architectural fountains integrated with an 
ezH2O bottle filling station provides a complete, in wall water delivery 
solution. 

In Wall

LZWSM8K

Retrofit an Existing SwirlFlo® or Soft Sides® Fountain  
Retrofit kits convert your existing SwirlFlo and Soft Sides architectural 
fountains into bottle filling station combinations. 

Bottle Filling Stations 
The ezH2O can be installed alone or with architectural fountains.
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SwirlFlo
Sleek styling enhances all architectural 
types, whether classic or cutting edge.

Soft Sides 
Softly rounded corners and contoured basin 
provide a safer splash-resistant surface.



In wall

ezH2O Liv® Water Dispensers
Deliver cleaner, safer water in a sustainable way with ezH2O Liv® water dispensers. Available in two configurations — Liv Pro® for 

commercial use and Liv for residential use — this sleek, in-wall solution provides eco-friendly filtered water on demand. Designed 

to fit seamlessly virtually anywhere, this stylish water delivery solution requires a small footprint but delivers big results: cleaner 

drinking water. 

Seamless Design
Fits within the width and depth of two wall studs near  
water and electric. Includes drip tray with optional drain 
connection; can connect into existing water line. Fits into  
new and existing spaces. 

Bottles Saved
Backlit LED Green Ticker counts the number of disposable, 
single-use plastic bottles served without the plastic 
bottle waste.

Sensor Activated
Hands-free filling with automatic timed shut off to help prevent 
accidental spills and messes. Safety lock setting prevents 
unsupervised use.

Filtered Water
Filter is tested and certified to NSF/ANSI 42, 53 and 401 for the 
reduction of lead and other harmful contaminants. Filter status 
lights indicate when the filter needs to be replaced.  
Residential: 750-gallon filter
Commercial: 3,000-gallon filter

Convenient and Sustainable
Self-serve design allows people to help themselves to refreshing 
water, at home or in commercial spaces, in an  
eco-friendly way. 

Chiller Option
Unit can be installed with or without a chiller. See product page 
for details. 

Visit elkay.com/ezh2o-liv for more information.

LBWDC00WHC
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Floor Standing
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Floor Standing Bottle Filling Station
A refreshing and versatile upgrade for any space, the ezH2O floor standing bottle filling station provides a rapid fill of filtered water to 

quench thirst while minimizing plastic bottle waste. Floor standing design enables quick and convenient installation. 

Hands-free Activation 
No-touch sensor activation delivers a clean, quick water bottle fill. 
An automatic 20-second shutoff timer guards against unwanted 
spills and overfills. 

Flexible Installation
Traditional floor mount design allows for standalone or  
wall-backed installations anywhere there is a water supply  
and drain.

Cleaner and Safer 
Model is designed for our WaterSentry® filter, which is tested and 
certified to NSF/ANSI standards for the reduction of lead, cysts 
and other harmful contaminants.

Quick, Easy Retrofit
Retrofits existing EFA and LFAE style coolers; say goodbye  
to the bubbler and hello to hygienic hydration.

Single-cord Design
A convenient single power cord design equips this unit  
with straightforward plug-and-play functionality.

Chilled Water
Hermetically sealed refrigeration system provides  
chilled, filtered water to satisfy thirst.

DSSBF8S



Wall Mount Models 
With industry-leading construction, Elkay tubular  

wall mount fountains and bottle filling stations are ideal  

for high-traffic public spaces, such as schools, parks and 

commercial buildings. 

Visit elkay.com/outdoor for more information.

LK4409BFBLU

Outdoor

Colors  

Vandal Resistant
Vandal-resistant push buttons, bubblers and screws.

Sealed Freeze Resistance
Freeze-resistant models feature completely enclosed and sealed 
valves to keep water safe from contamination.

Quick Fill and Laminar Flow 
Fill rate is 1.0 GPM. Fills bottles faster than a standard  
drinking fountain. Laminar flow produces a clean fill  
with minimal splash.

300 Series Stainless Steel
Increased corrosion resistance makes this product ideal for high-
saline environments, such as coastal regions and outdoor areas 
where de-icing salts are common.  
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Colors apply to all units.

Single-line installation makes these units a 

great choice when upgrading or replacing 

older fountains. One waste line means these 

units are simple to install.

Features vary by model.

4420BF1UEVG 

4481FPEVG Foot pedal

sold separately

Outdoor Tubular Bottle Filling Stations and Fountains  
Our outdoor tubular bottle filling stations and drinking fountains offer  

attractive, long-lasting durability to withstand tough weather conditions.  
The strong exterior is made from 300 Series stainless steel — standard on all  
Elkay outdoor tubular models. They are built for busy areas such as parks, pool 
decks, golf courses, and school and work campuses. Optional foot pedal accessory 
provides a hygienic upgrade for hands-free bottle filling activation. 

Hands-free Activation
Easy-to-install foot pedal accessory provides an option for 
hands-free bottle filling activation in lieu of using the standard 
push button. Sold separately to match your tubular color choice; 
compatible with select models. 



WaterSentry 51300C
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Filtration

• Quick-disconnect, 1/4 turn makes installation and       
replacement easy

• Automatic inlet shutoff valve closes when filter is       
  removed to minimize spills

• Filter media is self-contained, providing a more sanitary  
  replacement process

• For use with filtered ezH2O bottle filling stations

Learn more at elkay.com/filtration

Elkay WaterSentry Filters 
Elkay water filters provide cleaner, great tasting water for our bottle filling stations, water coolers, drinking fountains and water 

dispensers. Made with activated carbon to improve taste and odor, our filters are tested and certified to NSF/ANSI 42, 53 and 401 

for the reduction of lead, cysts, microplastics and other harmful contaminants. Our 71300C filter is additionally tested and certified 

to reduce PFAS (PFOA/PFOS). Engineered for performance, radial flow-thru design ensures efficient treatment of incoming water for 

cleaner hydration. 

1Capacity may vary depending on local water conditions.  
  Water bottle based on 16.9 ounces per bottle. 

2Certifier varies; check product page for more information.

51300C, 51600C, 71300C

51300C 
Standard 3,000-gallon filter tested and certified to NSF/ANSI 42, 

53 and 401 to reduce lead and other harmful contaminants. 

Compatible with all Elkay filtered bottle filling stations and coolers.
 

51600C 
Highest-capacity lead filter on the market at 6,000 gallons. 

Compatible with ezH2O enhanced bottle filling stations installed 

in highly trafficked areas, such as airports, school campuses and 

commercial settings. 

71300C 
2,250-gallon filter tested and certified to reduce lead, as well as 

PFOA and PFOS, two harmful PFAS chemicals. For use with ezH2O 

enhanced bottle filling stations.

Tested and certified to NSF/ANSI 42,  

53 and 401 for the reduction of lead and 

other harmful contaminants. This allows  

you to deliver cleaner drinking water 

wherever you need it.2
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About Elkay
For more than 100 years, Elkay® Manufacturing has been making innovative products and providing exceptional customer 
care. We take pride in offering plumbing products that make life easier, inspire change and leave the world a better place.  

Headquartered in Downers Grove, Illinois, Elkay is American owned and operated, providing thousands of jobs that support 
our families and communities. We are proud to be America’s No. 1 selling kitchen sink company, as well as a leading 
manufacturer of award-winning water delivery products, including the ezH2O® bottle filling station.  

LZSTL8WSSP


